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The Sierra Chest Newsletter: Issue 3, July 2009 
 
 
 
 
 

Intro by the admin 
 
 
 
 
 
Dear Sierra fans, 
 
 
 
First of all, I would like to apologize because there was no newsletter in June. The reason for that was because, on one hand I 
was occupied with a bunch of personal stuff, and on the other hand there was not much news to be reported. In addition, I’ve had 
my hands quite full with moderating Prototype on the Activision forums. But now that things are settling down a bit, here we are 
again now, fully busy recording videos and updating the Sierra Chest website. 
 
In this newsletter, we will provide an overview of which games have been recently added, and what is currently under 
construction. There is also news and review results for the recently released Prototype by Activision, and Ghostbusters from 
Atari. Ice Age 3 has just hit the shelves, but there are no reviews yet. There is also some very interesting news related to the 
Nascar racing license. And it was a very special month on eBay with the auction of the rarest Sierra game ever made, so we’ll 
have a look at that game as well. 
 
On another note, pretty soon the Sierra Chest will also be present on Facebook, so make sure to subscribe to it to stay tuned with 
all the news and perhaps meet some more Sierra fans. 
 
 
Enjoy the read! 
 
 
Rudy Marchant 
Sierra Chest admin 
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Recently completed sections 

 
 
 
 
 
 

The saga of King’s Quest. 
 

 
 
 
 

Things are getting shape in the King’s Quest series. “King’s Quest II: Romancing the Throne” had already been recorded. Now 
we have also recorded the full walkthrough of King’s Quest III, IV and V. In addition, you can find written walkthroughs with 
point lists, game maps, box arts and the background stories on the development of the games. Demos for all 3 games can also 
be downloaded from the Sierra Chest. 

Some more games to check out in the Chest 
 

 

King’s Quest III: To Heir is Human: 
Manannan, an evil wizard in the land of Llewdor, kidnaps 
young children, and keeps them as slaves in his house. When 
the child turns older, Manannan disposes of him and finds a 
replacement. Can the young boy, Gwydion, escape the same 
faith and find out who his real parents are? 
 
King’s Quest IV: The Perils of Rosella: 
King Graham has fallen ill and is on his dieing bed. Things 
seem hopeless until the fairy Genesta calls upon Rosella to visit 
her land and find a magic fruit to heal him. However the only 
way for Rosella to return to Daventry, is to help recover 
Genesta’s talisman, which is in the hands of the evil fairy, 
Lolotte. 
 
King’s Quest V: Abscense Makes the Heart Go Yonder: 
Upon his return from a walk in the woods, King Graham finds 
his castle missing, along with his family. Luckily, Cedric the 
owl has seen everything and helps Graham to the land of 
Serenia. Mordack, the evil wizard who has kidnapped 
Graham’s family, is out for revenge since Alexander has turned 
his brother into a cat. Can Graham save his family on time? 
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Sierra Chest: work in progress and what more to expect in July 

King’s Quest VI: Heir Today, Gone Tomorrow 
 

The game that was named »the best adventure game of all time«. 
And that is not exactly surprising since it was designed by the two 
most legendary adventure game designers. Roberta Williams, the  
queen of adventure gaming and creator of the King's Quest series, 
picked no one less than Jane Jensen (creator of the Gabriel Knight 
series) to help her create this sixth title of the King's Quest series.  
 
Alexander is madly in love with the Cassima, the girl who was 
enslaved by the evil wizard Mordack. The magic mirror reveals her 
whereabouts to Alexander, and he immediately travels to the land of 
the Green Isles. However, upon his arrival, it turns out that 
Cassima's parents, the rulers of the land, have died, and that 
wedding plans for Cassima and the vizir, who has assumed power, 
have been announced. Will Alexander be able to stop the wedding 
and conquer his true love? 
 
King's Quest 6 has 2 alternate routes to finish the game, and both 
will be recorded. There will also be a written walkthrough, 
character descriptions and lots more. 

Laura Bow: The Colonel’s Bequest 
 
 

We’re going to take a short break from the King’s Quest series, but 
insert another classic, made by Roberta Williams, a game derived 
Mystery House, the very first game ever made by Sierra: The 
Colonel’s Bequest: a Laura Bow Mystery.  
 
In this first game of the Laura Bow series, Laura travels to an old 
family mansion of her friend, Lillian. Upon her arrival, she finds 
herself in the middle of a dispute on the heritage of the old and 
eccentric Colonel Dijon, owner of the land house and plantation. 
Then the murders begin… Who is killing the relatives and 
associates of Colonel Dijon? The lawyer, the doctor, the cleaning 
lady, the cook, the butler? Find out by investigating the grounds and 
sneaking up on private conversations, but beware, murderers don’t 
like sneaky investigators. 
 
As always, a full video walkthrough, character descriptions, 
pointlist and much more will be inserted in the Chest 
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Evil Genius continues to progress 
 

 
 
 We started setting up the RTS game »Evil Genius« by Elixir 

Studios but, as expected, this game is a really large project. The 
biggest issue is that we have to run multiple times throughout 
the entire game in order to create good informative videos on 
which strategies to impliment. However, we are proceeding as 
planned so, for those among you who enjoy strategy and good 
load of hilarious gameplay, keep an eye out. 
 

Hail Caesar! 
 
A game developer, who really deserves a lot of attention in the Sierra Chest, is Impressions, the maker of the legendary Sierra city 
building series (Caesar, Pharaoh, Zeus, Emperor), the Lords series (Lords of the Realm, Lords of Magic) and many other games. 
These days Impressions no longer exists, but several of its employees, including game designer Chris Beatrice, have set up a new 
company some years ago, called “Tilted Mill”. After first designing “Children of the Nile”, a distant remake of Pharaoh with a 
different engine, game play style and improved graphics, Tilted Mill created Caesar IV, published by Vivendi under the Sierra logo. 
However, first we’ll start off with Caesar II from 1995. 
 

It does not make a lot of sense to create videos, showing 
how a city is built up from scratch into a metropolis, so 
basically we will lay out the strategy with pictures, 
calculations and data tables. This will include the 
following things: 
 

- Layout of a city block to generate only the finest 
buildings with highest prosperity. 

- Maximizing all 4 pillars of the oracle 
- Army units and combat 
- Optimal use of the advisors panel 
- Taxation and personal savings 
- Risk prevention (disease, fire, riots, theft…) 
- And lots more 

 
There will also be maps, tons of pictures of different 
structures and their development phases, too much to 
name. 
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One of a kind eBay auction: the Holy Grail  
 
Every now and then, you can run into some really rare Sierra games on eBay, including games from On-Line Systems in 
their original folders. We’re waiting for a few years now for the original Mystery House, the first Sierra game from 1980, to 
show up. But it is so darn rare. These kind of games for the Apple II, Commodore Vic-20 or Atari 400/800 usually go under 
the hammer for $50 up to $500, since they are highly valuable collector items. 
 
However there is 1 game which is even rarer than all of the other Sierra games. This game is in fact so rare, that until 2000, 
people believed it never existed. Sierra itself even denied its existence long ago. The fact is: it does exist. The game is called 
"Ultima: Escape from Mt. Drash". Sierra created this RPG after they published "Ultima 2: Revenge of the Enchantress" in 
1983. However, "Escape from Mt. Drash" is actually not related to the Ultima series, in fact, the right of the name "Ultima" 
was not in the hands of Sierra. 
 
 
 

When the game was created, someone at Sierra obviously 
thought that the product would not sell well. From the 
approximately 3,000 copies that were made, only for the 
Commodore Vic-20, only a few were actually delivered to 
local shops. The remaining ones are assumed to be destroyed 
or buried in a landfill somewhere. Sierra, which obviously 
wanted to forget about the whole deal, then denied it was ever 
made. 
Since then, the game became a myth, until 2000 when a copy, 
which was sold by one of those local shops 17 years earlier, 
surfaced on the internet. Since then, about 10 copies have been 
found worldwide, mostly without box. It is the most-sought 
game of any Sierra collector. It has in fact received the 
nickname "the Holy Grail", and in the very rare event that it 
goes on auction, the winning bid runs very VERY high. 
On June 20th, a copy, a boxed copy, went up for auction on 
eBay. The seller, who did not know how rare the game was, 
launched it with a starting bid of only $4.99. After 5 days, 31 
bids were made in total, with a winning bid of $1,875. 

The N.O.L.F. petition is closed 
 

As stated in the previous Sierra Chest newsletter, the petition for the 
creation of a new game in the “No One Lives Forever” series, has 
ended in June. The total number of signatures was 5,218. 
 
Many thanks go to the people who set up the petition and to those 
who have supported the cause. We have no news yet whether game 
developer Monolith has already reacted to it, but we will let you know 
for sure if or when they do. 
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Other news 

 

Share the Protohype 
 
Finally, yes, finally the game which was for nearly 4 years under development by Radical Entertainment (Scarface, Hulk: Ultimate 
Destruction, Simpsons Hit & Run, Crash,…) has hit shelves on June 9th. Prototype was one of the few Vivendi titles that 
Activision decided to keep in their portfolio after the merger, though of course the earlier Sierra logo has been removed. 
 

You are Alex Mercer, waking up in a morgue 
with no memories whatsoever, but suddenly in 
possession of superpowers, exploring Manhattan 
which is under a viral alert with mutants and 
military roaming the streets. Throughout 31 
missions in a totally open-world game, you vow 
to get revenge on the people how made you what 
you are: a shape-shifting, tank-busting, 
helicopter-kicking, memory-absorbing, mutant.  
 
So, how were the reviews for Alex? Reviews 
were good. IGN gave it a 7.5 and that was one of 
the lowest ratings given. High points go to the 
“Web of Intrigue”, which is Alex’s ability to 
consume people and gain their memories in order 
to find out his own past. The variety, power 
upgrades and stealth aspect were also well done.  

The negatives, according to IGN, were that the game was at times overly chaotic, with endless streams of enemies making it 
frustrating for even the experienced player. The biggest problem however: graphics, which got 5.5/10. This becomes clear 
when drawing distance increases, with graphics turning bland, making it hard to find certain mission objects. Overall: a 
game with many cool features, but lacking the finishing touches to score 8+. 

Ghostbusters 
 Also Ghostbusters, a game formerly to be published by Vivendi 

under the Sierra logo, has been released, on June 16th. It was 
designed by Terminal Reality and published by Atari after the 
Activivion-Blizzard merger. IGN gave it a score of 7.6 to 8, 
depending on the platform. Graphics are good, aside from the 
cutscenes, sound is good. Unfortunately there’s no multiplayer, but 
overall it’s a good game according to IGN, not exceptional though. 
 
The game, which is actually a sequel to the movie Ghostbusters 2, 
takes place in 1992 and the 4 men (voiced by the original actors) 
hire you to expand their team. There is a lot of variety in missions, 
in ghosts and they have stayed as close as possible to the movie. 
And yes, the famous Ghostbuster theme and car are in it too. 
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You can help the Sierra Chest! 
 
Nearly all the content in the Sierra Chest is currently put in there by 1 
(one) person. That would be… erm… the same dude who's currently 
putting this newsletter together. So, if you have reasonable Paintshop 
skills, or a game strategy you would like to add, or a demo which is 
not yet in the download section, or anything else you believe you can 
help with, please contact me at the Sierra Chest forum or at 
ruudje_1976@yahoo.com. I welcome any assistance with open arms. 
Of course you will be credited on the Sierra Chest site for your 
contributions. 
Also, if you find any interesting newsline related to Sierra On-Line or 
their games or their people, do let me know. I'm sure many more 
things happened over the past few months, and a hundred eyes can 
see far more than just my lousy pair ;-). 
 
Thank you! 

Your feedback matters! 
We would like to improve things as much as possible, so 
please provide us your opinions on the Newsletter. Is the 
news coverage sufficient or not? Is there something crucial 
missing or are there sections which you believe are not 
necessary? Would you prefer longer or shorter articles or 
are they good as they are? And so on, and so on.  

The Sierra Chest on Youtube 
Subscribe to be immediately informed about new videos. 

 
Launch date: 10/26/2008 
Username: ruudje1976 
Current number of videos: 222 (+19) 
Current number of subscribers: 74 (+30) 
Channel views: 4,448 (+1,494) 

And the license goes to… iRacing! 
 
 
 

Remember the speculative article about 
the Nascar license in the first Sierra 
Chest newsletter? Well, it is not 
speculation any more and it seems our 
wish has been heard. Not Activision, not 
THQ and neither the Codemasters got 
the Nascar license. iRacing did! Yes, 
David Kaemmer from the former 
Papyrus Racing, the maker of Grand Prix 
Legends and the Nascar franchise under 
the Sierra logo, the owner of the Nascar 
2003 game engine! 
 
The problem, if you can even call it that, 
is that iRacing’s simulator is not a game, 
it’s a simulator, a service, and it is 
subscription-based. But I guess that, 
since even Nascar stars like Dale 
Earnhardt Jr and Formula 1 champion 
Jacques Villeneuve practice their laps on 
the iRacing simulator, that little detail is 
forgivable, right? I guess it’s also kinda 
hard to dispute the realism of their 
game… erm… simulator engine, 
wouldn’t you say? 
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